NEW TITLES - 2012
USA FROM THE SKY
(NEW 4th episode)

SPRATLYS – DANGEROUS
GROUND

From the steep cliffs and sequoia forests of North
California to the long beaches of Florida, to the
Bayous and swamps of Louisiana and on to
the wild coasts of Maine, USA FROM THE SKY is
a panoramic journey along the most sought after
and
wildest
coastlines in
the
world

Somewhere off the coasts of Vietnam and
Malaysia, next to the Philippines, in what is
known as the South China Sea lie the Spratly
Islands, a group of more than 750 reefs,
islets, atolls, cays and islands that form a
ragged archipelago.

On both coasts we find the most amazing
megalopolises of the planet: Los Angeles and
New York. And there are many others too, such
as San Francisco, New Orleans, not to mention
Miami, San Diego, Seattle and Boston, strung
along the American coastline. Great cities that
buzz, seduce and revitalize.
Among the not-to-be-missed locations in the
culture and history of the United States. we
find Key West, right at the southern tip of the
United States, the highly esteemed islands of
Nantucket and Martha’s Vineyard on the east
coast, the popular seaside resort of Daytona on
the west coast famous for its motor racing circuit
and the well-known beaches near Los Angeles,
California.
1. EASTCOAST – THE UNITED STATES FROM THE
SKY
2. WESTCOAST – THE UNITED STATES FROM
THE SKY
3. USA – SOUTHCOAST FROM THE SKY
4. NORTHWEST COAST – THE UNITES STATES
FROM THE SKY
2010-2011 / 4 X 27 min.
Price: $175 / $630 (Series)
Subject: Geography, Tourism

. : 952-0442

BAMBOO SCHOOLS
In a Nepal still exhausted after a revolution that
was barely over, Uttam Sanjel, a young aactor
honed by the rigors of Bollywood, had a
dream: providing an education for all of Nepal’s
poor children!
The film combines a slice of his unrelenting activity
with the self-portraits of three young pupils who
have taken up the camera to film their own lives.

Whoever owns the Spratlys holds a
geostrategic key to the region. The vying
countries have decided to occupy the terrain
by sending civilian and military personnel to
survive on these remote fragments of rock,
willing hostages of a diplomatic tug of war.
They are playing out a tragicomic fable.
The Spratlys are a lawless zone, a paradise for
traffickers and smugglers of all kinds. The
Chinese, Vietnamese and Filipinos maintain
excellent relations in their common efforts to
plunder the regions resources.
2011 / 52 minutes
Price: $235
Subject: Geopolitics

We discover an extraordinary creation very
different from the tourist clichés, a remarkable
success story in the midst of the anarchy of
today’s Nepal.
This multi-faceted account takes us to the heart of
the struggle for education from a man with
unflagging determination and children
desperate for knowledge. But how long can our
hero withstand the obstacles facing the bamboo
schools?
2011 / 52 minutes
Price: $235
Subjects: Education, Social Conditions
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NEW TITLES - 2012
WORLD CHALLENGE

MY LIFE ON THE WEB

Broadcasted on BBC World, this series features
projects or small businesses from around the
world that have shown creativity and innovation
at the grassroots level. With very modest means
but a lot of enthusiasm and know-how, one can
improve the situation of one’s community or the
quality of its environment. WORLD CHALLENGE
is about championing bright ideas which really
make a difference.

Internet, a tool for communication and
exchange can also come back into our lives
like a boomerang! Irrespective of age, more
and more Internet users are playing at, “Do
you want to be my friend?” and “My friends’
friends
are
my
friends”.

PART 1
A BRIGHT IDEA - Safe Bottle Lamp Project (Sri
Lanka) / EMISSION CONTROL - Mootral (UK) /
OFF GRID AID - Comet-ME (Palestine, Israel)
PART 2
FUNGI TOWN - BTTR Ventures (USA) / OLD
SCHOOL THAI - Andaman Discoveries (Thailand)
/ AFGHAN HANDS (Afghanistan)
PART 3
NO BEATING ABOUT THE BUSH - Cheetah
Conservation Fund Bush Project (Namibia) /
LOVE N'HAITI - South-South Cooperation’s
Project (Haiti) / SOLAR SISTERS - Barefoot
Women Solar Engineers of Africa (India)
PART 4
NOTHING WASTED - Danamon Go Green,
Danamon Peduli Foundation (Indonesia) / FUEL
CELL - Biogas as an alternative source of energy
(Kenya) / JIKO RESCUE - The Gorilla
Organization Stoves for Survival project
(Democratic Republic of Congo)

NEW EPISODES!
PART 5
DOUBLE COOKED - Jompy Stove (Kenya) /
BURN AFTER EATING - Rice husk bio-power
(India) / IN A NUTSHELL - Universal nut
sheller (Malawi)
PART 6
OK CORAL - Coral reef protection
(Tanzania) / SAVING FROM A RAINY DAY Rainwater conservation (Mexico) / CYBER
CAPITAL - Investing in Africa (Denmark)
PART 7
THE ONLY WAY IS UP - Hydraulic ram pump
(Philippines) / GROWTH CYCLE - Bamboo
bicycles (Zambia) / A CLASS APART Project Long Way Home (Guatemala)
PART 8
ONE REEF AT A TIME - Coral reef protection
(Madagascar) / PASS IT ON - Organic
techniques at 4000 metres (Peru) /
CHARGE ON THE LIGHT BRIGADE - Little
shop of light offered by equinox (Rwanda)
2010-2011 / 8 X 26 min.
Price: $175 / $1190 (Series)
Subject: Science & Technology,
Environment. Ecology

ARCHITECTS ON THE
FRONTLINE
It’s a formidable challenge – building places in a
rapidly urbanising planet that are fit for humans to
inhabit. Some take the view that our architects and
town planners are failing us. But a new kind of
architect is rising to the challenge by thinking
outside the square. They’re designing buildings that
aren’t just aesthetically pleasing, but also help to
make our increasingly crowded planet a better
place to be.
ARCHITECTS ON THE FRONTLINE takes us behind
the scenes of the world's richest prize in
architecture - The Aga Khan Award for
Architecture. In 2008, 401 projects were
presented for consideration of which 19 were
selected for competition and 5 winners were chosen
at the end of the two year period by an
independent Master Jury.
The Aga Khan Development Network focuses on
health, education, culture, rural development,
institution-building and the promotion of economic
development. It is dedicated to improving living
conditions and opportunities for the poor, without
regard to their faith, origin or gender.
EPISODE 1: In the first episode, we hear from the
master jury and steering committee members
including UK artist Anish Kapoor and worldrenowned architect Norman Foster along with the
first 8 finalists.
EPISODE 2: This episode presents the final 11
finalists.
EPISODE 3: This last episode concludes the series
by featuring the five chosen winning projects
during the ceremony in Doha, Qatar:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

BRIDGE SCHOOL (CHINA)
THE WADI HANIFA WETLANDS (SAUDI ARABIA)
THE MANDINAT AL-ZAHRA MUSEUM (SPAIN)
THE IPEKYOL TEXTILE FACTORY (TURKEY)
THE REVITALISATION OF THE RECENT
HERITAGE OF THE CITY OF TUNIS (TUNISIA)

Illustrated with photos and personal stories,
our lives, loves and states of mind are posted
and written down for everyone to see…
forever. Employers and headhunters have
been quick to see the benefit in collecting as
much personal information as possible in their
new recruitment policies.
In this era of globalisation, our lives are
spread out on the web for all to see.
“Registered,
filed,
surveyed,
tracked,
oppressed…” there’s no shortage of terms to
alert us to the dangers we’re courting and the
impossibility of extricating ourselves from the
web.
From San Francisco to the cyber-cafés of
Berlin and Paris, “MY LIVE EXPOSED ON THE
WEB” explores the world of social networks
and questions the dangers inherent in a space
that can be entered with just a click.
2010 / 52 minutes
Circulation: $235
Subject: Media

GOLDEN GOLD
Worldwide economic turmoil is driving gold’s
longest bull run in the last six decades. The
thirst for this metal seems inextinguishable
and it is reshaping the lives of people around
the world.
Indeed, this infatuation has unintended
consequences. For instance, gold fever among
the London bankers endangers an Indonesian
tropical paradise and its development model
based on the preservation of nature and
traditional activities.
This edifying investigation draws a parallel
between the setup of the gold market
controlled by a handful of financiers and the
unexpected
effects
of
speculation
in
Indonesia, Europe and Peru.
2011 / 52 minutes
Price: $235
Subject: Business & Industry

2011 / 3 x 22 minutes
Price: $175/ $475 (Series)
Subjects: Architecture

. : 952-0442
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NEW TITLES - 2012
NATURE INC.
Nature is priceless, but what if we try to put a price
on it? What does it cost in cold hard-cash not to
preserve ecosystems and how much can be made
by investing in it?

IN THE WAKE OF THE
TITANIC: THE MONTMAGNY
STORY

This series reveals just how much nature is worth
to our economy ... how a decrease in the honeybee
population can threaten the $2 billion almond
industry in California; how preserved watersheds
provide renewable power and clean water to vital
industries; how coral reefs are worth $30 billion a
year; mangroves that save lives; and how invasive
species cost the global economy a staggering $1.4
trillion a year...
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

GROWTH THE GREEN WAY
SPREADING HOPE
PHILANTHROPY AND CAPITALISM:
AN UNLIKELY MARRIAGE?
4. THE NEED OF BIODIVERSITY
5. THE RIGHT TO BE HEALTHY
6. NOTHING IS LOST
7. TO INNOVATE IS TO IMITATE
8. MADE TO LAST
9. ECONOMICS OF TASTE
10. THE TRADITIONAL AND THE NEW

A FRUIT AND NUT CASE
TREES ON TAP
THE ALIENS HAVE LANDED
CORAL CASHPOINT
SLIPPERY SLOPES
BLOOM OR BUST
NATURAL PREVENTION
DOING WHAT COMES NATURALLY
UNION OF GREEN
ONE SEXY TUBER
STANDING PROFITS
NOW AND FOREVER

ALIEN INVASION
CONSERVATION FROM CHAOS?
HARD RAIN
HARD RAIN II
THE 21 GIGATONNE TIMEBOMB

2008-2011 / 17 X 22 min.
Price: $175 / $1990 (Series of 8) / $2230
(Series of 17)
Subject: Industry & Commerce, Environment

ARCHITECTS OF CHANGE is a 20-part series
that uncovers today's new types of pioneers.
They are farmers, chemists, architects,
doctors, tradesmen and bankers who are
looking for and using innovative solutions to
counteract the threats weighing against our
future. Far from being political or economical
militants, they are, above all, entrepreneurs.
They have decided to undertake new ways of
obtaining sustainable and lasting growth for
mankind and our planet.
1.
2.
3.

NEW EPISODES !

NEW EPISODES !
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

ARCHITECTS OF CHANGE

In the weeks that followed the sinking of the
Titanic in April 1912, the CGS Montmagny, a
Canadian resupply ship, is chartered to recover
the victims’ corpses. The expedition allows a
number of corpses to be pulled from the ocean,
including one still grasping a life preserver
almost a month after the disappearance of the
liner.
Two years later, the Montmagny shares the
same tragic fate as the Titanic: it goes down in
its turn, hit by the collier Lingan, leading to the
death of an officer and two families of
passengers. Since then, the Montmagny has
disappeared from memory.
This fascinating documentary uncovers the
unknown story of this modest vessel with the aid
of archival documents, including some never
before seen on screen, interviews with historians
and gripping reconstructions. Besides the
discovery of the wreck, the production team is
even able to find a priceless relic from the Titanic
: the life preserver salvaged by the Montmagny’s
crew.
2011 / 52 min.
Price: $235
Subjects: History & Geography, Quebec

11. WHERE THERE’S HOPE, THERE’S
MONEY
12. WATER: A RESSOURCE, A
CHALLENGE
13. ENERGY FOR CHANGE
14. TOURISM TAKES ITS TOLL
15. CHANGING TOWNS
16. REINVENTING THAT «COMMUNITY
SPIRIT»
17. CULTURE AS A RESSOURCE FOR
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
18. TOWARDS THE SUSTAINABLE
MANAGEMENT OF FORESTS
19. HIGH HOPES FOR WOMEN
20. REBUILDING WITH OUR OWN
HANDS
2010 Sciences Frontières Film Festival of
Marseille 26th edition - Public Grand Prize for
the episode: THE NEED FOR BIODIVERSITY
11th International Festival TV-ECO 2010
for the protection of the environment and
cultural heritage, Skopje, Macedonia - Award
for Best Direction for the episode: THE NEED
FOR BIODIVERSITY.
2009-2011 / 10 x 52 min.
Price: $235 / $2000 (Series of 10) /
$3525 (Series of 20)
Subjects: Science & Technology,
Environment
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